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Editor's foreword 

 

Last time we can see many works on different problems of cultural anthropology and/or 

linguistics where certain biological methods are used. Biological models are especially beloved 

by people who study spreading of languages, myths and so on, i.e.: by different kinds of 

diffusionists, structuralists and megalocomparativists. 

 I have always thought that people who studied sociocultural anthropology and related stuff in 

universities should know ABCs, but unfortunately I see they don’t, so I am to make some ‘wimp’ 

remarks on the subject.  

Those who like to transfer biological methodology into the field of cultural anthropology and 

related fields usually say that they use just mathematical models. OK, but why they continue to 

use biological terms then? Why they call their methodology with use of different definitely 

biological word like, for instance: phylogenetics? If there is some good mathematical model that 

can describe almost anything, then there is nothing especially biological in it, and there is no 

need to call it biological model. If there are some biological models that can be applied in the 

field of social anthropology then the models should be tested first of all. Have you ever read 

something about testing of biological models? I have never seen any text devoted to discussion 

of possibility of use of biological model in the field of social sciences. The only kind of texts on 

biological models I have seen is the following: they take a biological model from a dark bag and 

just state that it can be applied to certain problems and can be helpful. Well, probably it can, but 

anyway such issues should be tested and should be widely discussed. However, we don’t see 

any discussions of the subject, we see just perfunctory and naïve optimism of biologizators and 

their wish to impose their methodology.  

Biological systems are self-replicating; even if we speak of genes: to transfer genes we need no 

creative efforts at all while to transfer even a very ‘primitive’ culture we need much creative 

efforts. Cultures and languages and mythologies obviously aren’t self-replicating: nobody ever 

saw that an axe gives birth to an axe. Existence of cultures depends on creative efforts of people, 

while existence of genes and biological systems depend on chemistry and physics only and 

doesn’t require any creative efforts. Culture can’t be reduced to biology.  

Sociocultural anthropology, ethnosemiotics and linguistics have all means to elaborate their own 

mathematical model while bilogizators actually don’t help but just destroy positive trends in 

cultural anthropology. That’s why I think it would be good to keep biologizators apart from 

social anthropology and related sciences. 


